SUBSTANTIA INNOMINATA
"Substantia Innominata" is the 10" VINYL - series by Drone Records, presenting works inspired by or related
to "the Unknown" around or within us.

OUT NOW (May 2013):

SUB-18 • COLUMN ONE
"AntiphoNA"
"ANTIPHONA AD INTROITUM"! Finally on SUBSTANTIA we can present
to you the highly regarded German masters of experimental dadaism & deconstruction, whose releases are always a thoughtful play with hidden
meanings, conceptions & contradictions: "Learning to play. Disorder.
Destruction of programmed Solutions. Learning to see."
COLUMN ONE is a long existing collective of multimedia artists hailing
from the Berlin-area with frequently changing members; their performance
& artworks are as important as the music (see also their impressive
website: www.column-one.de). On this mysterious 10" you will disocver two
pieces that sound completely different: ANTIPHONA is a bewildering work
of musique concrete, changing between very fast moving collages and
quieter parts, always surprisingly fractured, using an amazing quantity of
different sound-sources of all kinds. The second piece INTROITUM is a
meditative overtone bowl-drone recorded at the legendary "Sibirische
Zelle" in Berlin with three microphones in three different rooms, resulting in
strange sound-effects and audio interactions. Both tracks can be regarded
as anthiponies forming a single whole.
For us these are metaphors for the emergence of the "Irrational" and "Sacred" in the daily profane lives, using notions
from religious scopes in a new context. Side A ends in an endless groove, the artwork comes from SEAN HILLEN,
pressed on bleak vinyl in an edition of 500 copies.

NEXT RELEASES: BRUME, THOMAS DIMUZIO, MOLJEBKA PVLSE, KRENG, etc... !!!
PREVIOUS RELEASES / AVAILABLE BACK-CATALOGUE:
SUB-17 ILLUSION OF SAFETY - Sweet Dreams 3-track EP by the legendary experimental project from Illinois / Chicago-area around
DAN BURKE, one of the inventors of what once was called "Ambient Industrial", undergoing through many musical changes through
their almost 30 years of existence; SWEET DREAMS is an almost psychedelic record, using many incredible acousmatic sounds
coming from field recordings & instrumental sources; 3-colour vinyl with stunning artwork by TILMANN BENNINGHAUS,
SUB-16 LUNAR ABYSS DEUS ORGANUM - Atanimonni Aitnatsbus the fantastic Russian experimental drone/ethno/trance project
with two long tracks of stunning multi-layered compositions, hyper-dense & fluid; using lots of detail-sounds from animals, analogue
synths, female eastern voices, bells & gongs, etc.... cover-art by ARTYOM OSTAPCHUK, comes on sky-blue & white mixed vinyl
SUB-15 [AD]VANCE[D] - 24 the Dutch master of loopy trance-inducing collages (ex VANCE ORCHESTRA) - the aural world seen
from a subsconscious perspective. art: ROBERT SCHALINSKI (COLUMN ONE); 500 copies pressed in flamed solid white & black vinyl
SUB-14: YEN POX - Universal Emptiness finally NEW material by the "almost legendary" US-duo, working with deep e-bass
sounds to create a really isolationistic mass of darkest cosmic ambience; artwork by EYELYFT, over 30 min. playtime, black vinyl!
SUB-12: KALLABRIS - Music for very simple Objects one of the most mysterious & thought-provoking German experimental
projects with a bizarre formation of sequential sounds derived from field recordings; "substantia innominata et principium innominatum"
(Kallabris). Great full colour artwork by Mal Hoeschen (Multer, Genesungswerk), transparent flour green vinyl
SUB-11: OLHON - Lucifugus Project of BAD SECTOR & WHERE using pure sounds from an abandoned large metal water tank
located in a forest in Tuscany; orange vinyl, artwork by Tilmann Benninghaus
SUB-10: MICHAEL NORTHAM - Suhina An ode for the wind moving through trees. white vinyl, artwork by Indian artist ROHINI
SUB-09: VOICE OF EYE - Substantia Innominata Great return of the sublime duo from New Mexico, almost 40 minutes of new
material! clear vinyl with golden dust
SUB-08: HUM - The Spectral Ship Universal drone-ambience, sound that exists with no impact of two subjects in contact
SUB-07: OÖPHOI - Potala A movement into the center of holy places, first ever vinyl by the Italian deep ambient master
SUB-06: RLW - Contours Imaginaires Few seconds of piano sounds, the rest is imagination. A masterpiece by the ex P16D4
+ some last copies of older SUBs still available, too..
SUB-XX: SUBSTANTIA INNOMINATA STARTER SET: Choose 10 SUB- releases of our 10" series for a special price!

All 10" vinyls with full colour cover & pressed on colour vinyl (usually) in editions of 500 copies
SINGLE PRICE: € 12.00 // SUBSCRIPTION POSSIBLE // ask for WHOLESALE PRICES
www.substantia-innominata.de // ordering & full mailorder-catalogue at: www.dronerecords.de

